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About us

Shenzhen Xinyuantong Electronics Co., Ltd. and Shenzhen GUARDSPIRIT Metal Detector 

R&D Center professionally develop, produce, sell, manage and service “GUARDSPIRIT”

security products and its facilities. It is a high-end new technology enterprise. Shenzhen 

Xinyuantong Electronics Co., Ltd. was founded in July, 2000.The Registered brand 

“GUARDSPIRIT” has been well accepted in the market and the results have been 

tremendous. Due to the incessant efforts on research and development for 6 continuous 
years, we have been able to develop 21 different variants of metal detectors and 5 model 

x-ray baggage inspection machine. They are now on sale throughout the country, and the 

demand for exports has also gone up significantly year on year. Shenzhen Xinyuantong

Electronics Co., Ltd has achieved the status of the leader in Homeland Security Equipment 

in China, and is clearly established as the Number One in the Walk-through Metal 

Detector segment.

Shenzhen Xinyuantong Electronics Co., Ltd products are ideal for Airports, Railway 

Stations, Places of Vital Installations, Theatres, Places of Recreation, Jails, Courtrooms, 

Highly Restricted Government Buildings, Large Corporate Houses and Factories, Places of 

Worship and all other zones where security is a key area of thrust.
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CERTIFICATION

ISO9001:2008 certification CE for X ray machine

GUARDSPIRIT- famous mark in Guangdong province
Business license

CE for walk-thru CE for handheld



GOOD EVENTS      2010 SHANGHAI EXPO

The expo is a host government 

organizations ,it has a great influence on 

the history of international experience, 

more than 100 years. The Shanghai world 

expo is the largest one. Chinese 

government take highly attention to the 

security of the world expo. Through public 

bidding, GuardSpirit succeed to be the 

exclusive supplier for walk through metal 

detector and x-ray baggage scanner  for 

2010 Shanghai Expo



2008 Beijing Olympic Games

For security during the olympic games 

successfully, 2008 Olympic security 

official organization choose our 

GuardSpirit security equipments for 

Tianjing, Shanghai, shenyang, tsingtao

branch places. This is the first time to 

use domestic security detectors in the 

world's major sports pageant.



The 24th Harbin Winter Universiade

The 24th Winter universiade was held on 

Feburay 18th ,2009.

This is the first time in our history of the 

largest, highest level , most popular 

winter universiade . It used 146 units walk 

through metal detecotr ,64 units x-ray 

baggage inspection machine,300 units 

hand held metal detector and 28 units 

under vehicle inspection machine,which 

all with GuardSpirit brand



The 10th national games have 7 security inspection 

entrance,used about 80 units GuardSpirit walk through 

metla detector ,16 units x-ray baggage inspection ,and 

300 units hand held metal detector. Sucessfully 

checking over 8,0000 in 4 hours,fast and safe .

The 10th, 11th NATIONAL GAMES



GuardSpirit metal detectors have been 

used in every entrance since the 93th 

Canton Fair. Greatly speed up the 

customers security checking and make 

great contributions for  the success 

Canton Fair

93th-101th Canton Fair



The shanghai cooperation organization is to 

coordinate development of the member 

states from cultural, economic , military, 

security and judicial. After "9, 11" incident, 

the shanghai cooperation organization 

strengthened in the area of extremism and 

terrorism, separatism "third force" for anti-

terrorist cooperation to further enhance 

mutual trust among member states. To 

assure security during the meeting, the 

shanghai cooperation organization's select 

GuardSpirit to be the security equipment 

supplier

Shanghai cooperation organization meeting



The first day, the Asian cup of the 

security work is faced with challenges  

of 60,000 enthusiasm fans, the relevant 

department made very strict security 

checking plan ,knife, gun, sharp metal 

objects are all forbidden. GuardSpirit

security equipments successfully 

finished the mission, ensure the safety 

of the event of the process.

2004 AFC Asian Cup



GuardSpirit security equipments used 

in 8 halls, 37 hotels during the fifth 

national sports meeting, ensure the 

security and safety during the meeting 

are fully implemented.

China 5th Farmer Sports meeting



The air china's exhibition( zhuhai

airshow ) is the only by the central 

government of the international 

professional aerospace exhibits. It is in 

trade shows, negotiation and academic 

exchanges and flights for the main 

features. GuardSpirit security 

equipments provide the whole security 

solutions.

The 7th  Air China’s Exhibition



The France air patrol with 51years 

history is the first time to do public 

performance when the French 

president visit china .

To ensure the safety of the event, 50 

units GuardSpirit metal detector, 4 

units x-ray baggage inspection 

machine and 150 hand held metal 

detectors are  used in the examination.

France air Patrol aviation show



Accordance with international practice, 

the major activities of the security of 

the public security must have security 

equipments. GuardSpirit brand walk 

through metal detectors used for this 

event toto ensure the successful 

process of 7th China Art Festival.

The 7th China Art festival



Factory: 5th Floor ,building 3, Xiaxue Industrial park, Bantian Street, 

Longgang District ,Shenzhen 
TEL：0755-82180220-816

Cell:   13682492156

FAX：0755-28134696

HTTP：//www.xinyuantong.com

E-mail：joyce@xinyuantong.com


